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STAG2 loss-of-function affects short-range genomic
contacts and modulates the basal-luminal
transcriptional program of bladder cancer cells
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ABSTRACT
Cohesin exists in two variants containing STAG1 or
STAG2. STAG2 is one of the most mutated genes in
cancer and a major bladder tumor suppressor. Little is known about how its inactivation contributes
to tumorigenesis. Here, we analyze the genomic distribution of STAG1 and STAG2 and perform STAG2
loss-of-function experiments using RT112 bladder
cancer cells; we then analyze the genomic effects
by integrating gene expression and chromatin interaction data. Functional compartmentalization exists between the cohesin complexes: cohesin-STAG2
displays a distinctive genomic distribution and mediates short and mid-ranged interactions that engage genes at higher frequency than those established by cohesin-STAG1. STAG2 knockdown results
in down-regulation of the luminal urothelial signature and up-regulation of the basal transcriptional

program, mirroring differences between STAG2-high
and STAG2-low human bladder tumors. This is accompanied by rewiring of DNA contacts within topological domains, while compartments and domain
boundaries remain refractive. Contacts lost upon depletion of STAG2 are assortative, preferentially occur within silent chromatin domains, and are associated with de-repression of lineage-specifying
genes. Our findings indicate that STAG2 participates in the DNA looping that keeps the basal transcriptional program silent and thus sustains the
luminal program. This mechanism may contribute
to the tumor suppressor function of STAG2 in the
urothelium.
INTRODUCTION
STAG2 encodes a subunit of the cohesin complex and is one
of the most mutated genes in human cancer (1). Among
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bution and discrete functions whose role in tumor suppression is yet to be determined.
Despite UBC having the highest frequency of STAG2
mutations, there are no studies on the role of STAG2
in urothelial cells at the genomic level. UBC is a heterogeneous cancer with two broad histological subtypes
(34,35): low-grade/papillary (75–80% of cases) which tend
to be non-muscle-invasive––and solid/muscle-invasive (20–
25% of cases). The latter can present with variable phenotypes: some tumors preserve urothelial/luminal identity while others show basal/squamous characteristics. Up
to 40% of papillary tumors harbor STAG2 inactivation,
which is significantly associated with activating FGFR3 mutations and low levels of genomic instability (4,7). Conversely, STAG2 mutations occur only in 12–15% of muscleinvasive tumors. Among them, they are enriched in tumors
with urothelial/luminal differentiation and FGFR3 mutations (36), suggesting that they represent the invasive counterpart of a subset of papillary tumors. Several questions
arise from these clinical-molecular observations, including
the mechanistic basis of the association with specific transcriptomic signatures and urothelial differentiation.
Here, we set out to explore the contribution of STAG2
to genome organization and the urothelial transcriptional
program in RT112, a well-characterized bladder cancer cell
line displaying luminal features, mutant FGFR3, and wildtype STAG2 (37). Using Hi-C in combination with chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by deep sequencing
(ChIP-Seq) for cohesin subunits and RNA-Seq, we show
that the cohesin-STAG2 complex is important for the formation and/or maintenance of DNA contacts within TADs
but not for the integrity of their boundaries. Chromosomal interactions mediated by cohesin-STAG2 are short
and mid-ranged and engage promoters and gene bodies
with higher frequency than those mediated by cohesinSTAG1, in agreement with the concept of compartmentalization in the molecular processes undertaken by the
two types of cohesin complexes (16–18,30,32,33). Depletion
of STAG2 leads to rewiring of short and mid-range contacts and concomitant changes in the expression of selected
luminal/basal signature genes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines
RT112 bladder cancer cells used at CNIO and Institut Curie
were from the same original stock; HEK293T cells (transformed human embryonic kidney) were from the ATCC.
Cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS
(Fetal Bovine Serum) and 1 mM sodium pyruvate.
Plasmids and lentiviral infections
Mission shRNAs (Sigma) were used for RNA interference.
Two STAG2-targeting shRNAs were selected based on silencing efficacy and compared to a control non-targeting
shRNA. Infectious lentiviruses were produced in HEK293T
cells by FuGene-mediated transfection of the lentiviral construct together with the packaging plasmids psPAX2 and
pCMV-VSVG. After transfection (48h), the medium was
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cohesin-associated genes, it harbors the highest frequency
of predicted pathogenic mutations (2). Focal deletions on
the X chromosome involving STAG2 were first detected in
glioblastomas (3). Subsequently, massive parallel sequencing allowed the detection of point mutations in a variety of
human tumors including urothelial bladder cancer (UBC)
(3–7), Ewing sarcoma (8,9), myelodysplastic syndrome, and
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (10,11). The majority of
STAG2 mutations reported in cancer lead to a premature
stop codon and the absence of protein (12) but loss of expression can also result from gene deletion and/or methylation (6,13,14). Mutations in STAG2 were first reported almost a decade ago and there is increasing evidence for a
role of STAG2 as a tumor suppressor; yet the mechanisms
whereby its inactivation contributes to cancer remain elusive. In UBC, STAG2 mutations occur mainly in indolent
tumors (4–7). By contrast, in Ewing sarcoma they are associated with aggressive neoplasms (8,9), emphasizing the
need to perform functional analyses in appropriate model
systems to identify potential tissue-specific effects.
The cohesin complex is composed of SMC1, SMC3,
RAD21 and either STAG1 or STAG2. As a result, two versions of the complex exist in somatic cells with potentially
distinct biological functions (15). In this regard, knockout mouse models have revealed that STAG1 plays a predominant role in telomeric cohesion, while STAG2 plays
a more important role in cohesion at chromosome arms
or in centromeric regions (16–18). The well-established role
of cohesin in chromosome segregation initially suggested
that STAG2 inactivation in cancers might be associated
with aneuploidy (3). However, genetic analyses of UBC and
AML strikingly showed that STAG2-mutant tumors were
genomically stable (4,19), supporting the importance of additional molecular mechanisms. These findings are in contrast with a higher rate of somatic copy number changes but not ploidy - in Ewing sarcoma (9).
There is increasing evidence that cohesin participates in
a variety of processes beyond chromosome segregation, including DNA repair and replication, chromatin organization, and gene regulation (12). An increased understanding of these processes has emerged from the use of Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) technologies (20) including Hi-C (21), which revealed that genomes are folded
into complex, hierarchically organized, 3D structures playing a key role in essential processes (e.g. transcription).
These structures span a wide range of length scales: from
large chromosomal domains and compartments, ∼1Mb
self-interacting domains (Topologically Associating Domains or TADs), to DNA loops connecting promoters and
gene regulatory elements (22). Cohesin, together with the
chromatin insulator CTCF, contributes to TAD border definition by means of loop extrusion (23–27), as well as to
intra-TAD promoter-enhancer interactions (28,29). A large
fraction of genomic sites targeted by cohesin are simultaneously bound by STAG1, STAG2 and CTCF, yet a few
STAG1-only and STAG2-only sites occur in the genome
(17,30,31). The latter are depleted of CTCF and are enriched in enhancers and transcription factor binding sites.
Knockdown experiments showed that, upon STAG2 depletion, cohesin-STAG1 does not bind to the STAG2-only sites
(30–33), suggesting that cohesin-STAG2 has distinct distri-
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collected twice for an additional 48 h. Viral supernatants
were filtered and either frozen down in aliquots or applied to target cells in the presence of 5 mg·ml−1 of polybrene. Cells were harvested after 48 h of puromycin selection (2 mg·ml−1 ) in serum-free medium. Gene silencing experiments were performed at high cell density and in the
absence of serum to avoid cell cycle-dependent effects and
to obtain homogeneous cell populations.

Cell pellets were lysed in RIPA buffer supplemented with
protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Following sonication, clearing by centrifugation, and quantification, proteins were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Samples were run under reducing conditions and then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, which were blocked with TBS-Tween,
5% skim milk. Membranes were subsequently incubated
with primary antibodies against STAG2 (Santa Cruz, ref.
sc-81852, 1:500) or Vinculin (Sigma-Aldrich, ref. V91312ML, 1:2000). After washing with TBS-Tween, membranes
were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibodies (Dako, 1:10 000) and washed. Reactions were detected using enhanced chemiluminescence.
ChIP sequencing for cohesin subunits and downstream analysis
ChIP-Seq was performed on RT112 in duplicates. Briefly,
cells (4 × 107 ) were washed with PBS, trypsinized, and resuspended in 20 ml of growing media supplemented with 1%
formaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature (RT). After
quenching with glycine (0.125 M final concentration), fixed
cells were washed twice with PBS containing protease inhibitors, pelleted, and resuspended in lysis buffer (1% SDS,
10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris–HCl pH = 8.1) at 2 × 107
cells/ml. Chromatin was sonicated in a Covaris instrument
for 30 min (20% duty cycle; 6% intensity; 200 cycle), yielding DNA fragments of 300–500 bp. Sonicated samples were
centrifuged to pellet debris. Chromatin was quantified on a
Nanodrop and a 30 L aliquot of this material was used
as input. Chromatin was diluted with buffer (1% Triton X100, 2 mM EDTA pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris–HCl
pH 8.1) supplemented with a protease inhibitor cocktail
and PMSF. Samples were pre-cleared with a mix of protein
A/G agarose beads (previously washed and blocked with
5% BSA) for 1 h at 4◦ C. After centrifugation, supernatant
was divided into aliquots of 500 g and incubated with
25 g of antibody [anti-STAG1 (source: 18), anti-STAG2
(source: 18), anti-SMC1 (source: 18), non-related IgG]. After overnight incubation at 4◦ C, 100L of pre-blocked protein A/G agarose beads were added for 2 h at 4◦ C on a
rotating platform to collect the immune complexes. Then,
beads were sequentially washed with 1 mL of the following
buffers: low-salt wash buffer (0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2
mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.1, 150 mM NaCl), highsalt wash buffer (0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA,
20 mM Tris–HCl pH = 8.1, 500 mM NaCl), LiCl wash
buffer (0.25 M LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% Na deoxycholate, 1 mM
EDTA, 10 mM Tris–HCl pH = 8.1), and TE 1× (10 mM
Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA). DNA was recovered in

ChIP-Seq for histone modifications and chromatin state assignment
ChIP-Seq for histone marks and CTCF were performed using RT112 cells. Cells were crosslinked directly in culture
medium with formaldehyde (1% final concentration) for 10
min at RT. The reaction was stopped by adding Glycine
(0.125 M final concentration) for 10 minutes at RT. Fixed
cells were rinsed three times with PBS containing protease
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Western blotting

elution buffer (1% SDS, 0.1 M NaHCO3 ) and cross-linking
was reversed by overnight incubation at 65◦ C. RNA and
proteins were sequentially digested with 20 g of RNAse
and 40 g of proteinase K. DNA was purified by phenol–
chloroform extraction and resuspended in TE 0.5×.
For library preparation, 5 ng of DNA per condition
were used. Samples were processed through sequential enzymatic treatments of end-repair, dA-tailing, and ligation
to adapters with ‘NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina’ (New England BioLabs, ref. E7645). Adapterligated libraries were completed by limited-cycle PCR and
extracted with a single double-sided SPRI size selection. Resulting average fragment size was 370 bp, from which 120 bp
corresponded to adaptor sequences. Libraries were applied
to an Illumina flow cell for cluster generation and sequenced
on an Illumina NextSeq 500.
Conversion of Illumina BCL files to bam format was performed with the Illumina2bam tool (Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute - NPG). RUbioSeq (v3.8.1; 38) was used with default parameters to check sequencing quality, align reads
to the human reference genome (hg19), normalize library
sizes, and calculate ChIP-Seq peaks. Differential peaks between STAG1 and STAG2 were calculated with the DiffBind R package (39). We used the dba.count function to
include peaks in the analysis that appear at least in one sample from STAG1, STAG2 or SMC1 ChIP-Seq experiments.
Then, peaks were length normalized to 500 bp, extending
250 bp up- and down- stream of the peak summit to keep
the peaks at a consistent width. Read counting in peaks
was done with ChIP-Seq alignments normalized by library
size. Differential enrichment peaks analyses were carried
out with dba.contrast and dba.analyze functions. Three categories of cohesin-bound genomic positions were identified
with dba.report function, based on statistical differences
in read densities for STAG1 and STAG2: common peaks
with no statistical differences between STAG1 and STAG2
read densities; STAG1-enriched (STAG1 > STAG2) peaks
with FDR < 0.05 and higher STAG1 read density; STAG2enriched (STAG2 > STAG1) peaks with FDR < 0.05 and
higher STAG2 read density. Peak annotation over genomic
elements was done with HOMER (v4.8.3; 40). RPKMnormalized bigwig files were generated with DeepTools
(v3.0.2) bamCoverage. Heatmaps and density plots were
carried out with DeepTools computeMatrix and plotHeatmap around the center of peaks. Motif enrichment was
done with MEME-ChIP (v4.12.0; 41) using default parameters.
To integrate the ChIP-Seq and Hi-C results, coordinates
of cohesin binding sites were moved to the hg38 assembly
using the LiftOver tool by UCSC (https://genome.ucsc.edu/
cgi-bin/hgLiftOver).
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Cohesin binding sites enrichment at repeat families
The three sets of cohesin binding sites -common, STAG1enriched, and STAG2-enriched - were intersected with the
Repeatmasker annotation and the number of overlapped
binding sites per family calculated. For comparison, 100
random controls were generated per set of cohesin binding sites by randomizing them over each chromosome and
avoiding unmappable regions of the genome. Enrichment
values were calculated by dividing the number of real cohesin target sites overlaps with the mean number of overlaps
in the random controls.

RNA sequencing and analysis
RNA-Seq of control and STAG2-silenced RT112 cells was
performed in triplicates (1 × 106 cells per sample). Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol (ThermoFisher, ref.
15596026) and purified with the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
ref. 74104), according to manufacturer’s instructions.
For library preparation, 1 g of total RNA per condition, each containing an equal amount of ERCC ExFold
RNA Spike-In Mix 2 (Ambion, ref. 4456739), was used. Average sample RNA Integrity Number was 9.4 (range 9.0–
9.8) when assayed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. The
PolyA + fraction was purified and randomly fragmented,
converted to double stranded cDNA and processed through
subsequent enzymatic treatments of end-repair, dA-tailing,
and ligation to adapters as in Illumina’s ‘TruSeq Stranded
mRNA Sample Preparation Part # 15031047 Rev. D’ kit
(this kit incorporates dUTP during 2nd strand cDNA synthesis, which implies that only the cDNA strand generated
during 1st strand synthesis is eventually sequenced). The
adapter-ligated library was completed by PCR with Illumina PE primers. The resulting purified cDNA library was
applied to an Illumina flow cell for cluster generation and
sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500.
Conversion of Illumina BCL files to bam format was performed with the Illumina2bam tool (Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute – NPG). Nextpresso 1.9 was used for downstream
RNAseq analysis (42). Raw reads were aligned to the human reference genome (hg19).
Motif enrichment analysis of differentially expressed
genes was done using HOMER findMotifs (40) on promoters, defined as TSS ±2 kb.
Hi-C library preparation and analysis
RT112 cells were arrested in G1 by culturing at high density and low serum (1%). Hi-C was performed as previously
described (43) with some modifications. Purified DNA was
fragmented to obtain fragments of an average size of 300–
400 bp using a Bioruptor Pico (Diagenode; 8 cycles; 20
s ON/60 sec OFF). 3 g of DNA per condition were
used for library preparation. Biotinylated DNA was pulled
down with Dynabeads MyOne T1 streptavidin beads. Endrepair, A-tailing and the Illumina adaptors ligation were
performed on beads. Libraries were amplified by 10 cycles of PCR and purified using AMPure XP beads. The
concentration and size distribution of the Hi-C library after PCR amplification were determined using a Qbit fluorometer and visual exploration in an agarose gel. Hi-C
libraries were then paired-end sequenced on an Illumina
NextSeq500 (200M reads per library).
Data were processed for read quality control, mapping,
interaction detection, filtering, and matrix normalization
using TADbit (44) (Supplementary Figure S3A). First,
reads were quality-controlled using the TADbit implementation of FastQC for Hi-C datasets. Average PHRED
scores were > 25 throughout paired-end reads, indicative of
good quality (Supplementary Figure S3B). Then, we used a
fragment-based strategy for mapping the remaining reads to
the reference human genome (GRCh38). Non-informative
contacts including self-circles, dangling-ends, errors,
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inhibitors, pelleted, and resuspended in lysis buffer (10mM
EDTA, pH = 8, 50mM Tris-HCl pH = 8, SDS 1%). After centrifugation, ChIPs were performed using the ChIPIT High Sensitivity kit (Active Motif, ref. 53040), following
manufacturer’s instructions. Chromatin was sonicated in a
Diagenode Picoruptor sonicator for 10 min (30s ON/30s
OFF). Sheared chromatin was immunoprecipitated using
the following antibodies: H3K4me1 (Abcam, ref. ab8895),
H3K4me3 (Abcam, ref. ab8580), H3K27me3 (Active Motif,
ref. 39155), H3K27Ac (Abcam, ref. ab4729), H3K9Ac (Millipore, ref. 07-352), H3K9me3 (Active Motif, ref. 39161) and
CTCF (Millipore, ref. 07-729).
ChIP-Seq libraries were prepared using the NEXTflex
ChIP-Seq Kit (Bioo Scientific, ref. 5143-02) following the
manufacturer’s protocol with some modifications. Briefly,
10 ng of ChIP enriched DNA were end repaired using T4
DNA polymerase, Klenow DNA polymerase and T4 PNK,
then size selected and cleaned-up using Agencourt AMPure
XP beads (Beckman, ref. A63881). A single ‘A’ nucleotide
was added to the 3 ends of the blunt DNA fragments with a
Klenow fragment (3 to 5 exo minus). The ends of the DNA
fragments were ligated to double stranded barcoded DNA
adapters (NEXTflex ChIP-Seq Barcodes, Bioo Scientific,
ref. 514120) using T4 DNA Ligase. The ligated products
were enriched by PCR (2 min at 98◦ C; [30 s at 98◦ C, 30 s at
65◦ C, 60 s at 72◦ C] x 14 cycles; 4 min at 72◦ C) and cleanedup using Agencourt AMPure XP beads. Prior to sequencing, DNA libraries were checked for quality and quantified
using a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Libraries were loaded
in the flow cell at 8 pM concentration and clusters were
generated using the Cbot and sequenced on the Illumina
Hiseq2500 as single-end 50 base reads following Illumina’s
instructions.
Sequence reads were mapped to reference genome hg19
using Bowtie 1.0.0 with the following parameters -m 1
–strata –best -y -S -l 40 -p 2. Peak detection was performed using MACS2 (model based analysis for ChIP-Seq
v2.1.0.20140616) software under settings where an input
sample was used as a negative control. We used a default
cut-off and -B option for broad peaks.
ChromHMM was used to identify chromatin states. The
genome was analyzed at 200 bp intervals and the tool was
used to learn models from the six histone marks, CTCF
ChIP-Seq reads files and corresponding Input controls. A
model of 10 states was selected and applied to all samples.
Nine of the 10 states identified were then given functional
annotation based on histone marks enrichment.
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teraction frequency < −1 | > 1. Motif enrichment analysis
at the peaks of interactions and pairwise enrichment analysis was done using HOMER findMotifsGenome (40).
Assortativity of regions altered upon STAG2 silencing
To assess whether lost/gained contacts upon STAG2 silencing are proximal in the 3D space, chromatin assortativity
(ChAs) analysis was used (48), whereby the genome is represented as a network of nodes (chromatin fragments, here
corresponding to Hi-C bins) which are connected if a Hi-C
contact between them is observed. Networks were displayed
using Cytoscape organic layout.
To select significant Hi-C contacts we identified significant Hi-C interactions at specific binning resolution (20 kb,
100 kb, 1 Mb) by comparing each dataset to the background of the same datasets. Each sample is considered independent. We can thus define a control network and compare it to the STAG2 silenced network and identify connections that are lost and gained from one condition to
the next. Briefly, ChAs is a measure of correlation of feature values across all edge pairs in a network and allows
us to see whether nodes with a specific property tend to
interact more with each other than expected at random.
We asked whether assortativity of chromatin regions affected by STAG2 removal is particularly strong for contacts spanning specific ranges of genomic distance by filtering the contacts by distance spanned, eliminating contacts spanning progressively longer distances, thus generating networks in which the minimum distance spanned by
any contact is 50kb, 100 kb, 250 kb, 500 kb, 750 kb, 1 Mb.
Finally, we mapped network nodes to genes by finding
which Hi-C bins were overlapping promoters and thus filtered ‘in-silico’ promoter-promoter networks from our HiC networks at the different resolutions. We then assigned to
all the nodes in the P-P network the value of log2 FC of the
gene between STAG2 KO and WT and ChAs of fold change.
We repeated the calculation of assortativity in networks on
which we permuted the expression values on the network
nodes to generate a null distribution of ChAs values and
show the distribution of these random ChAs values in the
plots.
RESULTS
STAG2-enriched cohesin localizes to active enhancers and
promoters independently of CTCF
We profiled the genome-wide distribution of STAG2 and
STAG1 in RT112 cells by ChIP-Seq. SMC1, common to
both cohesin complexes, was used as control. Three categories of cohesin-bound genomic positions were identified based on differential binding of STAG2 and STAG1:
common (n = 35 321), STAG1-enriched (n = 5007), and
STAG2-enriched (n = 2330) (Figure 1A and Supplementary
Figure S1A). Common positions were occupied by either
complex variant and showed comparably high read density
for both STAG1 and STAG2. STAG1-enriched positions
showed higher read density for STAG1 than for STAG2.
In contrast, STAG2-enriched positions had higher STAG2
read density than STAG1 but showed the lowest read den-
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random breaks or duplicates were filtered out, resulting
in 158–197 M valid interactions per condition (Supplementary Table S3). These were then used to generate
genome-wide interaction maps at 100 and 20 kb resolution
to segment the genome into A/B compartments, demarcate
TADs, and identify changes in chromatin looping.
The reproducibility of Hi-C datasets was calculated on
pairs of raw Hi-C contact matrices at 40 kb resolution using
a stratum-adjusted correlation coefficient (SCC) (45) and
a neighborhood size parameter of 5. This calculation was
applied to all chromosomes and averaged to obtain a final
reproducibility score.
A/B compartments were identified with HOMER (40) by
calculating the first two eigenvectors of vanilla-normalized
100 kb contact matrices for every chromosome. Chromosome bins with positive PC1 values and high gene density were considered to be part of compartment A, while
bins with negative values and low gene density were assigned to compartment B. For chromosome 4, there was
no clear separation between the first and second eigenvector profiles, so the values of the second eigenvector
were considered for further analysis. The Y chromosome
was excluded from the analysis of genomic bins switching
compartments.
Compartment strength was calculated as previously described (46) with minor modifications. We first generated
O/E Hi-C matrices at a resolution of 100kb and then sorted
the bins according to their associated PC1 values. Compartment strength is the tally of contacts between bins with the
same type (A with A or B with B) over the tally of contacts
between bins of a different type (A with B). The higher the
value, the better the segregation between compartments A
and B. To generate saddle plots, we discretized the eigenvalues into 50 categories based on quantiles for each sample and chromosome. Saddle plots represent the aggregated
observed vs. expected contacts (log10 transformed) for each
of the 50 × 50 possible combinations. The diagonal pattern
of contact enrichment is the consequence of same-to-same
compartment interactions. The strength of compartmentalization is included in the resulting saddle plots and was defined as AA (lower right corner)/AB (upper right corner)
and BB (upper left corner)/BA (lower left corner). The values used for each corner were calculated as a mean value of
10 bins.
TADs were identified with the TAD detection algorithm
implemented in TADbit using vanilla-normalized 100 kb
contact matrices. TAD border localization and strength
were calculated to evaluate their conservation upon depletion of STAG2. The insulation score of TAD borders was
computed using HOMER findTADsAndLoops (40) while
excluding regions with known segmental duplications (extracted from the genomicSuperDups.txt and gap.txt files
available at UCSC).
To study changes in chromatin looping, we first identified
significant interactions (FDR < 0.1) in matrices of 20kb resolution of control (shNT) and STAG2-depleted cells with
HOMER analyzeHiC (40). We then employed HiCcompare
(47) to investigate the statistical significance of changes in
interaction frequency between control and STAG2-silenced
cells. Interactions classified as gained or lost complied with
the following criteria: adjusted P < 0.05 and log2 FC in in-
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Figure 1. STAG1 and STAG2 show both overlapping and unique distributions over genomic elements and chromatin states in RT112 cells. (A) ChIPSeq read density heatmaps for STAG1, STAG2, and SMC1 at common, STAG1-enriched (STAG1 > STAG2), and STAG2-enriched (STAG2 > STAG1)
cohesin positions within a peak-centered 6kb window. (B) Read density distribution for STAG1 and STAG2 at common, STAG1-enriched, and STAG2enriched positions within a peak-centered 6kb window. (C) Bar-plot diagram showing the distribution of common, STAG1-enriched, and STAG2-enriched
cohesin positions over genomic elements. (D) Distribution of cohesin-bound genomic sites throughout chromatin states identified in RT112 cells by
ChromHMM and based on combinations of histone modifications and CTCF (see Supplementary Figure S1C for definition of chromatin states). (E)
Peak-centered enrichment plot for CTCF over the three categories of cohesin-bound positions showing relative depletion in STAG2-enriched sites.
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Chromosomal compartments and TAD boundaries are resilient to STAG2 depletion
To assess the contribution of STAG2 to chromatin architecture and transcriptional regulation in RT112 cells,
we efficiently silenced STAG2 with two shRNAs (sh1 and
sh2)––using a non-targeting shRNA as control (shNT)
(Figure 2A)––and performed Hi-C and RNA-Seq experiments. Reproducibility among Hi-C datasets, measured
with a stratum-adjusted correlation coefficient (SCC) (45),
was higher when comparing sh1 versus sh2 than when comparing each of the shRNAs with the control condition, suggesting that the changes in chromatin 3D configuration introduced by the two independent shRNAs are comparable
(Figure 2B).
Given the role of cohesin in sister chromatid segregation
(54), we first assessed whether STAG2 depletion affected
ploidy. Visual exploration of the number of reads per bin in
genome-wide 100 kb contact matrices did not unveil gross
genomic differences in ploidy between control and STAG2depleted cells (Supplementary Figure S2).
To determine whether STAG2 loss resulted in major
changes in chromatin organization, we first explored the effect on genomic compartments. The genome is segregated
into two major compartments, named A and B, that differ in their gene density, epigenetic modifications, and transcriptional output. Overall, the A compartment contains
transcribed genes and active histone modifications while
the B compartment encompasses lesser genes in a transcriptionally repressed state (21,22). A and B compartments
were defined using the first principal component (PC) obtained by eigenvector decomposition of normalized Hi-C
matrices at 100 kb resolution (Figure 2C and D) in combination with information on gene density and transcriptional activity (Figure 2E). In control cells, genomic regions assigned to compartment A were comparatively generich (7760 genes in A versus 2491 genes in B) and genes
therein were expressed at significantly higher levels (Figure 2E). Compartment strength was comparable between
shNT and shSTAG2 RT112 cells (Figure 2F) and segregation into A/B compartments was highly correlated, with
45.3% of the genome consisting of constitutive A-type domains and 54.7% classified as B-type (Figure 2G). In agreement with the preferential association of cohesin with genes
and their regulatory elements, most of its binding sites were
found in compartment A, and no major differences were
observed between the three categories of cohesin-bound genomic sites (common: 67%, STAG1 enriched: 66%, STAG2
enriched: 67%). Upon STAG2 knock-down, only 0.6–0.8%
and 0.75–1.2% of the genome underwent A-to-B and B-toA compartment changes, respectively (Figure 2G). A significant degree of overlap was detected between STAG2silenced cells in terms of genomic regions ‘flipping’ compartments, suggesting small but consistent effects (Figure
2G). Of those genes spanning regions with differential compartment assignation between control and STAG2-silenced
cells (Figure 2G and Supplementary Table S1), only 26–31%
were expressed and, in general, their expression level was
comparatively low in control RT112 (median expression in
FPKM of genes in A: 14.3, B: 11, A to B: 8.6, B to A: 8.8).
Gene ontology (GO) analysis of genes transitioning from A
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sity of all categories. SMC1 was present in the three categories of cohesin-bound positions (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1A). Peak-centered ChIP-Seq read density plots revealed a pattern of sharp and narrow peaks
for STAG1 and STAG2 around common and STAG1enriched cohesin positions. Peaks at STAG2-enriched sites
were broader (Figure 1B), suggesting higher cell-to-cell
variability or greater dynamics of this complex variant
(30,49).
Analysis of enrichment over genomic elements revealed
no differences in the distribution of STAG1 and STAG2
when considered independently (Supplementary Figure
S1B). STAG1-enriched positions were comparatively more
abundant in intergenic regions whereas common and
STAG2-enriched peaks showed higher overlap with promoters, exons, and 5 untranslated r[+egions (5 UTR) (Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure S1B). We then investigated cohesin enrichment over 9 chromatin states defined by
combinations of histone modifications and CTCF in RT112
cells (Supplementary Figure S1C). Similar to the overlap
with genomic features, distribution of STAG1 and STAG2
within alternative chromatin states was highly comparable,
unless their relative enrichment was taken into consideration (Figure 1D and Supplementary Figure S1D). STAG1enriched positions characteristically overlapped with transcriptionally inactive chromatin marked by H3K27me3
(‘ReprPC’), H3K9me3 (‘Het’), or low levels of the assessed
histone modifications (‘Low’), in addition to chromatin
domains bound by CTCF (‘CTCF/EnhW’). Conversely,
both common and STAG2-enriched sites were mostly distributed over transcriptionally active genes, promoters, and
enhancers (Figure 1D). Peak-centered density plots highlight the differential dependency of the three categories of
cohesin-bound genomic positions on CTCF (Figure 1E).
Consistently, motif analysis showed that STAG1-enriched
positions were significantly enriched for the CTCF binding
motif, whereas STAG2-enriched positions displayed binding motifs of transcription factors participating in cancer, including ASCL1 and KLF5 (Supplementary Figure
S1E) (50–52). We expanded the characterization of the
three types of cohesin-binding sites by computing the overlap with repeat elements and found that, overall, cohesin
sites are depleted of such sequences (Supplementary Figure S1F). Furthermore, no remarkable differences were detected between the sets of cohesin target sites for most repeat elements apart from telomeres and SINE-VNTR-Alus
(SVA). The depletion of STAG2-enriched sites from telomeric sequences is consistent with prior observations on the
differential requirements between STAG1 and STAG2 for
the maintenance of telomere and centromere cohesion, respectively (16). The positive enrichment of SVAs among
STAG2-enriched sites is of interest since these are evolutionary young repetitive elements that occasionally insert into genes and cause disease (53). Overall, our findings on the differential distribution of cohesin-binding sites
over (epi)genomic features are largely in agreement with
previous results in other cell types (30,31). However, unlike in mES cells (31), we did not detect higher overlap
with H3K27me3 domains among STAG2-enriched sites
(Figure 1D).
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Figure 2. STAG2 loss in RT112 cells does not interfere with A/B compartments or TAD boundaries. (A) Western blot analysis of control (shNT) and
STAG2-silenced RT112 cells showing efficient depletion of STAG2 at the protein level. (B) Reproducibility, measured by a stratum-adjusted correlation
coefficient (SCC), between pair-wise comparisons of Hi-C datasets. (C) Hi-C matrices for chr2 at 500 kb resolution in cells transduced with control or
STAG2-targeting shRNAs. The darker red reflects a greater frequency of interaction. (D) Compartment tracks for chr2 at 100 kb resolution as determined
by the values of the first principal component (PC1) in control and STAG2-silenced cells. (E) Expression, as defined by RNA-Seq (log2 FPKM), of genes
within compartments A and B. As expected, genes assigned to compartment A are more transcriptionally active than genes in compartment B. t-test:
***P < 0.001. (F) Compartmentalization saddle plots: average intra-chromosomal interaction frequencies between 200kb bins, normalized by expected
interaction frequency based on genomic distance. Bins are sorted by their PC1 value derived from control cells Hi-C data. Preferential B-B interactions are
in the upper left corner, and preferential A-A interactions are in the lower right corner. Numbers in corners represent the strength of AA interactions as
compared to AB interactions and BB interactions over BA interactions. (G) Scatterplot of PC1 values of the eigenvectors of intrachromosomal interaction
matrices for control and STAG2-silenced cells. The Venn diagrams show the overlap in terms of compartment-switching bins between sh1 and sh2. The
number of genes mapped to genomic bins switching compartments is also indicated. Only one GO term is significantly enriched (FDR < 0.01) among genes
switching from A to B: GO:0050907 (detection of chemical stimulus involved in sensory perception). (H) Effect of STAG2-depletion on the number of TADs
per chromosome. Boxplot notches represent the confidence interval around the median. The number of total TADs is indicated below the boxplots. (I)
Histograms depicting the strength of the TAD borders detected in control and STAG2-silenced cells, according to the TADbit score. (J) Average insulation
profile around TAD boundaries (±600 kb) in control and STAG2-silenced cells. (K) Density plot depicting the distribution of TAD sizes identified in
control and STAG2-silenced cells. (L) Hi-C normalized interaction matrices for chr2 at 100kb resolution comparing TAD organization in control and
STAG2-silenced cells. (M) Effect of STAG2-depletion on conservation of TAD borders. Boxplot notches represent the confidence interval around the
median.
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Loss of STAG2 leads to rewiring of DNA loops
Cohesin contributes to the 3D conformation of chromatin at the submegabase scale in a cell-type specific fashion through both long-range constitutive interactions and
short-range promoter-enhancer contacts that regulate transcription (55). STAG2 knock-down resulted in modest, statistically significant (FDR < 0.05), changes in expression
levels of a subset of genes (sh1, n = 510; sh2, n = 438),
with a similar number of up- and down-regulated transcripts (Figure 3A). Gene expression changes induced by
either shRNA were positively correlated and 20–32% of
significantly up- and down-regulated genes were common
to both shRNAs (Figure 3B). Conditional Stag2 deletion
in the mouse blood compartment is associated with transcriptional dysregulation and impaired differentiation of
hematopoietic stem cells (32). We thus explored the effects
of depleting STAG2 on RT112 differentiation by assessing the differential expression of gene signatures characteristic of muscle-invasive UBC molecular subtypes (36).
GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment Analysis) revealed consistent and significant up-regulation of genes linked to the
basal/squamous class, and a significant down-regulation of
genes linked to the luminal papillary class, in cells transduced with either STAG2-targeting shRNA (Figure 3C).
These findings suggest that STAG2 loss leads to defective
maintenance of the luminal differentiation transcriptional
program (Figure 3C). GSEA further revealed a significant
overlap between genes down-regulated in STAG2-silenced
RT112 cells and genes differentially expressed in ‘STAG2
low’ (bottom quartile) versus ‘STAG2 high’ (top quartile)
samples from the UROMOL study, involving 476 cases of
non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (56) (Figure 3D–G),
thus validating the relevance of our in vitro system.
We hypothesized that STAG2 knockdown might affect
transcription by interfering with formation of chromatin

loops engaging specific promoters and their regulatory regions. To address this question, we first identified significant DNA contacts at 20 kb resolution with HOMER (40)
in control and STAG2-depleted cells and observed an overall increase in the genomic distance spanned by DNA loops
in STAG2-silenced cells resulting from a loss of short-range
(<250 kb) and a concomitant increase in long-range interactions (>1 Mb) (Figure 4A and B).
To dissect the effects on loop formation, we intersected
the interactions in control cells with the three subsets of
cohesin-binding sites identified in our ChIP-Seq experiments -common, STAG1-enriched, and STAG2-enriched. Interactions overlapping STAG2-enriched binding sites
displayed some unique characteristics, indicating functional compartmentalization. Pairwise enrichment analysis showed that DNA sequences bound by STAG2-cohesin
interact more frequently with regions bound by STAG2cohesin than by other cohesin complex combinations, suggesting a certain degree of spatial segregation between the
DNA loops established by the different cohesin complexes
(Figure 4C). Cohesin-overlapping interactions were, overall, of high interaction frequency and spanned genomic distances within 1Mb, or the average TAD size (Figure 4D and
E). Noticeably, STAG2-enriched overlapping DNA loops
displayed the highest interaction frequencies and were distinctively short-ranged (Figure 4D and E). In addition,
while all cohesin-overlapping interactions showed a preference for engaging genes and preferentially accumulated in
compartment A (Figure 4F and G), those associated with
STAG2-enriched cohesin showed the highest enrichment in
promoters and overlapped with genes expressed at significantly higher levels than those involved in interactions overlapping other cohesin binding sites (Figure 4H).
We next defined a collection of interactions significantly
‘lost’ and ‘gained’ upon knockdown with both shRNAs
(adjusted P < 0.05 and log2 FC < −1 | log2 FC > 1) (Figure
5A). Importantly, changes in interaction frequency of DNA
contacts in cells transduced with sh1 were positively and significantly correlated with changes in cells transduced with
sh2, further supporting the reproducibility of the Hi-C data
(Figure 5B). A total of 1686 lost and 1881 gained interactions were identified that showed consistent changes in both
STAG2-targeting shRNAs (Figure 5C). Of note, lost and
gained contacts showed differential properties, with lost interactions spanning shorter genomic distances than gained
interactions (Figure 5D). Motif analysis of genomic regions
engaged by control, lost, and gained interactions further
revealed that motifs for CTCF and its paralog CTCFL
were among the top four motifs enriched in control and
gained interactions but not among those lost (Figure 5E and
Supplementary Table S2). Lastly, both lost and gained interactions were distributed throughout A/B compartments
and chromatin states (Figure 5F and G), but lost interactions showed comparatively higher overlap with the B compartment (Figure 5F) and constitutive and facultative heterochromatin (‘ReprPC’ and ‘Het’) (Figure 5G).
To assess whether the loci that lose or gain interactions
upon STAG2 silencing are located close to each other in 3D,
we performed a chromatin assortativity analysis whereby
the genome is represented as a network of interacting nodes
and each node is a chromatin fragment (48). Loci involved
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to B revealed only one significantly enriched pathway with
little connection to bladder cancer biology: GO:0050907
(detection of chemical stimulus involved in sensory perception). The significant enrichment for this GO term results
from its constituent genes clustering linearly in the genome
and therefore being embedded in one chromatin fragment
with differential compartment identity.
We then explored the possibility that STAG2 depletion
might interfere with the organization of the genome into
TADs. Using normalized 100kb contact maps, we identified
a total of 2442, 2425 and 2392 TAD borders in shNT, sh1,
and sh2 cells, respectively (Figure 2H). The strength of the
TAD borders was comparable among conditions as shown
by the TADbit and insulation scores (Figure 2I and J). The
size of TADs was also similar among conditions (Figure
2K) and, as revealed by alignment of their boundaries, they
were highly conserved (average conservation with respect to
shNT: sh1 90.8%, sh2 91.5%) (Figure 2L and M). The small
decrease in TAD number in STAG2-depleted cells might result from merging of adjacent TADs (Figure 2L). In agreement with previous work (30,31,33,49), our results indicate
that megabase-scale architectural compartments and TAD
borders are resilient to reduced STAG2 protein levels and
can be sustained by cohesin-STAG1 alone.
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Figure 3. STAG2 depletion leads to deregulation of the basal/luminal transcriptional programs in RT112. (A) Scatter plots of expression values (FPKM)
of genes in control versus STAG2-silenced cells. Statistically significant differentially expressed genes are highlighted in dark (FDR < 0.05) or light red
(P < 0.05). (B) Scatter plot showing a positive and significant correlation between gene expression changes in sh1 and sh2 (left). Venn diagrams displaying
the overlap between sh1 and sh2 in terms of significant up- and down-regulated genes. (C) GSEA enrichment plots of gene sets associated with the
luminal and basal subtypes of muscle-invasive UBC showing significant deregulation in STAG2-silenced RT112 cells. (D) Distribution of STAG2 expression
(FPKM) in the UROMOL cohort of 476 UBC samples (56), highlighting the thresholds of the first and fourth quartiles (119 samples per group). We defined
‘STAG2 high’ cases as those with expression values in the fourth quartile, and ‘STAG2 low’ cases as those with STAG2 levels in the first quartile. (E) GSEA
enrichment plots for genes down-regulated in STAG2-silenced cells in ‘STAG2 high’ versus ‘STAG2 low’ tumor samples. (F, G) Heatmaps displaying relative
expression values (Z-score of FPKM) of genes significantly down-regulated in RT112 cells with sh1 (F) or sh2 (G) and in ‘STAG2 low’ versus ‘STAG2
high’ tumor samples.
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Figure 4. STAG2-enriched cohesin mediates short and mid-range contacts that engage actively transcribed genes. (A) Snapshots of coverage-normalized
contact matrices at 25 kb (upper) and 50 kb (lower) resolution in control and STAG2-depleted cells illustrating the loss of short-ranged contacts and the
formation of long-ranged contacts upon STAG2 silencing. The darker red reflects a greater frequency of interaction. Contact matrices were visualized
in Juicebox (59). Below each contact matrix, the proportion of short (<250 kb), mid (250 kb–1 Mb) and long (>1 Mb) interactions for that genomic
window is shown. (B) Proportion of short, mid and long interactions in control and STAG2-silenced cells. (C) Pairwise feature enrichment at the anchors
of interactions overlapping cohesin-binding sites. (D) Interaction frequency of DNA contacts overlapping cohesin binding sites in control cells. (E) Left:
density plot showing the distribution of genomic distances spanned by interactions overlapping cohesin binding sites in control cells. The distribution of
genomic distances spanned by all interactions is included as control. Right: pie charts plotting the proportion of short (<250 kb), mid (250 kb–1 Mb), and
long-ranged (>1 Mb) contacts among interactions overlapping cohesin binding sites. (F) Distribution of all and cohesin-overlapping interactions, in control
cells, over genomic elements and (G) A/B compartments. (H) RNA-Seq expression values (log2 FPKM) of genes engaged by all or cohesin-overlapping
interactions, in control cells. t-test: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.
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Figure 5. STAG2 silencing is accompanied by rewiring of DNA contacts. (A) MD plots depicting the fold change in interaction frequency of DNA contacts
in control (shNT) versus STAG2-silenced cells in relation to the linear distance between interacting regions for chromosome 15. Interactions showing
statistically significant differences (adjusted P < 0.05) are highlighted in red (gained) or blue (lost). (B) Scatter plot comparing changes in interaction
frequency between cells transduced with sh1 versus cells transduced with sh2. Gained and lost interactions are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.
(C) Interaction frequency of lost and gained contacts in shNT and STAG2-silenced cells. (D) Distance between peaks of lost and gained DNA contacts.
Gained interactions span longer distances than lost interactions. (E) Top four scoring motifs enriched in the subsets of interactions defined in C. For a more
extensive list of significantly enriched motifs, see Supplementary Table S2. (F) Distribution of control, lost, and gained interactions over compartments
and (G) chromatin states in RT112 cells (see Supplementary Figure S1C). (H) Left: chromatin contact network generated from the 20kb resolution Hi-C
interaction map of control cells, showing in pink the nodes involved in contacts that are lost upon STAG2 silencing. Right: chromatin assortativity of
nodes that lose contacts as the network is filtered eliminating contacts spanning short distances.
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Differences in chromatin looping arising from loss of STAG2
result in transcriptional changes
We next explored whether differential chromatin looping
translated into transcriptional changes. First, we conducted
a motif analysis of genomic regions spanned by lost and
gained interactions and compared the results to the transcription factor target sequences enriched among significantly de-regulated genes in STAG2-silenced cells (Figure
6A). Some motifs were only enriched in regions involved
in differential looping but not in de-regulated genes (collection #1) and, vice versa, other motifs were only significant among differentially expressed genes (collection #2).
Interestingly, we could also detect a high proportion of
motifs enriched in both differential DNA loops and upregulated genes (collection #3). Overall, this analysis suggests that rewiring of chromatin looping is concomitant
with, at least partially, transcriptional changes. In addition,
it indicates that not all alterations in gene expression found
in STAG2-depleted cells are due to differential DNA looping but rather to secondary epigenetic events.
Intersection of the contact and RNA-Seq data showed
that lost interactions overlapped promoters and bodies
of genes consistently expressed at low levels (Figure 6B
and C). Interestingly, loss of DNA contacts engaging promoters, but not gene bodies, led to statistically significant up-regulation of gene expression (Figure 6B and C).
Gained interactions overlapping promoters also occurred
on low-expressed genes but had no measurable impact
on gene expression (Figure 6B). In contrast, genes displaying increased interactions throughout their gene bodies were of average expression levels and became significantly down-regulated in STAG2-silenced cells (Figure 6C).
These effects are exemplified by TNC and COL17A1, two
genes associated with the basal/squamous UBC molecular subtype. Both genes are expressed at low levels, are
targeted by PRC2, and, upon STAG2 silencing, display
loss of interactions around their promoter regions that is
concomitant to transcriptional up-regulation (Figure 6D
and E).

DISCUSSION
The mechanisms whereby STAG2 acts as a tumor suppressor gene and contributes to cancer are not well established
and are likely to be diverse. The lack of association between STAG2 inactivation and aneuploidy/genomic instability in AML and UBC strongly suggests its participation
through effects other than chromosome segregation (4,19).
Recent evidence on the role of cohesin in higher-order chromatin structure and on the distinct functions of STAG1 and
STAG2 in several cell types, mainly in the haematopoietic
lineage, has provided support to the hypothesis that changes
in gene expression may play a crucial role in the tumor suppressive role of STAG2. Yet, this notion is challenged by
the fact that, in numerous cellular systems, suppression of
STAG2 activity results in only modest changes at the global
transcriptome level (30,31,33).
Importantly, these questions have not been addressed in
UBC, the tumor with the highest prevalence of STAG2 mutations. A major limitation has been the lack of adequate
models. Most UBC lines are derived from muscle-invasive
UBC and, therefore, few of them harbour STAG2 mutations. Furthermore, until recently it has not been possible
to permanently maintain normal urothelial cells in culture
(57). Therefore, we aimed at assessing the effects of STAG2
knockdown on one of the most commonly used luminaltype UBC lines: RT112. An important finding of our study
is that the small fraction of the transcriptome undergoing
changes upon STAG2 silencing overlaps significantly with
genes that are differentially expressed in UBC with low vs.
high STAG2 levels. These observations strongly support
the suitability of RT112 cells to explore the mechanisms
through which STAG2 contributes to UBC.
We find that among RT112 cells––as in other cell
types––a small subset of cohesin-bound sites are STAG2enriched. These genomic sites are over-represented in promoters and enhancers of transcriptionally active genes and
their sequences are depleted of CTCF while being enriched in tissue-specific transcription factors (i.e. TFAP2A,
KLF5). We also find that STAG2 depletion does not result
in major changes in the genome compartmentalization and
has limited effects on megabase organization except for the
merging of a limited number of adjacent TADs. However,
DNA loops spanning varying distances are rewired in the
absence of STAG2, in agreement with observations made in
other cellular systems (30–33,49). An equivalent number of
interactions is lost or gained and, interestingly, the two sets
of contacts display differential features: lost interactions
span shorter genomic distances, are depleted of CTCF motifs, and are more assortative than gained interactions. This
suggests that, while lost interactions result from direct loss
of STAG2-cohesin, gained interactions arise from redistribution of the remaining STAG1-cohesin complexes. Supporting this notion, increased STAG1 levels were detected
at common cohesin binding sites upon silencing of STAG2
(30). These structural changes appear to be functionally relevant, with genes whose promoters are associated with lost
interactions being up-regulated in STAG2-depleted cells.
Recently, it was reported that STAG2-cohesin promotes
PRC1 recruitment and thereby contributes to Polycomb
domain compaction and formation of long-range contacts
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in lost interactions were more assortative than expected by
chance, suggesting that they tend to be close to each other
in the 3D space. Assortativity of these regions was stable on
networks in which contacts spanning shorter distances were
eliminated, reaching a maximum for interactions that span
less than 1Mb (intra-TAD) (Figure 5H). On the contrary,
gained interactions did not show any patterns of assortativity, suggesting a lack of a functional consistency between
loci affected by gained interactions.
The differences in genomic distance, motif enrichment,
and assortativity between lost and gained interactions
suggest that loss of interactions would result from direct loss of STAG2-cohesin, which mediates formation of
short and mid-range DNA loops without participation
of CTCF. By contrast, gained interactions would likely
arise from redistribution or increased accumulation at preexisting cohesin-binding sites of STAG1-cohesin, which is
involved in formation of longer DNA loops together with
CTCF.
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between those domains in mouse ES cells (31). Consistently, contacts lost upon STAG2 down-regulation in our
system preferentially overlap the transcriptionally silent B
compartment and heterochromatin domains, in addition to
engaging low expressed genes. Overall, our data suggests
that loss of STAG2 in bladder cancer cells leads to loss of
short and mid-ranged DNA contacts, mostly in transcriptionally silent chromatin domains, leading to decompaction
and transcriptional derepression of lineage-specifying Polycomb target genes such as those of the basal transcriptional
program.

Interestingly, two of the transcription factors whose binding motifs are enriched in STAG2-only positions - TFAP2A
and KLF5 - show a tissue-restricted expression pattern,
with high levels in squamous epithelia such as the skin and
the esophagus (https://www.gtexportal.org). Activation of
basal/squamous differentiation programs is a feature of a
specific subset of UBC that displays down-regulation of luminal genes, reflecting loss-of-identity, and designated as
basal/squamous-like (BASQ). There is increasing evidence
that, in several epithelial tumors, the canonical vs. basal programs are regulated in a complex manner through epige-
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Figure 6. Rewiring of chromatin looping arising from loss of STAG2 results in transcriptional changes. (A) Heatmap representing the statistical significance
(FDR) of motif analyses of promoters of differentially expressed genes and genomic positions involved in differential DNA looping in STAG2-silenced
cells. We identify three collections of motifs: #1, motifs enriched in differential interactions; #2, motifs enriched in differentially expressed genes; and #3,
motifs enriched in both interactions and transcriptionally deregulated genes. (B) Average fold change in gene expression values (FPKM) of genes engaged
by control and differential interactions overlapping promoters or (C) gene bodies. Boxplot notches represent the confidence interval around the median.
t-test: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. (D, E) Hi-C contact matrices at the TNC and COL17A1 loci in control and STAG2-silenced cells. The contact
matrices for the STAG2-silenced condition are the result of averaging the matrices for sh1 and sh2. Snapshots of the ChIP-Seq tracks for STAG1 and
STAG2, differential contact matrices, H3K27me3 peaks, and gene expression values (FPKM) are included. Loss of interactions overlapping the promoter
of TNC and COL17A1 upon STAG2 silencing correlates with a consistent increase in gene expression. Error bars represent mean ± SEM.
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